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rather unpopular

Avoid talking on your phone in 
enclosed public spaces

Just because your neighbour 
doesn't talk to you does not 

mean that he hates you



Not a Republic



Unique Government System: 
Direct Representation

14 Referendums 
only in 2014





Switzerland is part of Europe, "
but not of the European Union



Except between 
1798 and 1815, 

under 
Napoleon’s 
occupation, 

Switzerland has 
been an 

independent 
country since 

1499.
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60% of electricity is produced by 
hydroelectric power





70% of Switzerland is 
covered in mountains





TRIVIA TIME



Switzerland is bigger than 
Vancouver Island



TRUE

Vancouver Island is only 3/4 of Switzerland

Switzerland:!
42,285 km2

Vancouver Island:!
31,285 km2



How many provinces 
does Switzerland have?





How many official 
languages does 

Switzerland have?







Switzerland is 700 
years old.





What is Switzerland’s 
national hero?
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Cuckoo Clock are a 
famous tradition



Switzerland makes 
half of the world's 

production of 
luxury watches

Cuckoo Clock are a 
famous tradition



Neutrality



Neutrality
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Does Switzerland 
have a navy?



Yes we do!



THANK YOU


